
Electric Sit-Stand Desktop Workstation

Scan the QR Code™ below 
for more info about this product:

Version Oct 2018Version Oct 2018

Do not exceed the maximum rated weight 
specified. Otherwise, serious injury or 
property damage may occur.

20kg
(44lbs)
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If the keyboard tray doesn't align with the desktop after completely lowering the 
workstation, please attach the given pads to the back of the keyboard tray to keep 
the tray stable while using.

This electric sit-stand workstation consists of a heavy-duty steel construction and a motorized
height adjustment system. Please read and completely understand this manual before installation
in order to make sure the safe and correct use of the system and maintain the longevity of the
overall construction and the built-in electronics.

·Any Failure to Comply with the Safety and Installation Instructions in this Manual may Cause Serious 
Bodily Injury.
·Any Incomplete Observation of the Instructions, Warnings and Additional Information Marked with the 
"Note" Symbol may Result in Serious Damage to the System or its Components.
·This Product can be Used by Children Aged from 8 Years and above if They have been Given Supervision 
or Instruction Concerning Use of the Appliance in a Safe Way and Understand the Hazards Involved. 
Children shall not Play with the Appliance. Cleaning and User Maintenance shall not be Made by Children 
without Supervision. Unplug the Desk when the System isn't in Use, and Place the Power Plug out of 
Children Reach.
·Persons with Reduced Physical, Mental Abilities and or Lack of Experience and Knowledge must not Use
 the Product, unless They're under Supervision, Understand the Hazards involved or they have been 
Thoroughly Instructed in the Use of the Apparatus by a Person who is Responsible for the Safety of these 
Persons. 
·Users should Make Sure that They Never Sit on or Lean against the Desktop in Order to Prevent Serious 
Bodily Injury. 

       Electrical Safety Instructions
The product is powered by electricity. In order to avoid burns, fire and electric shock, please read the 
instructions carefully.
·Don't clean the product while the power is still connected.
·Don't disassemble or replace components while the power is still connected.
·Never operate the system with a damaged cord or plug. Please contact your point of purchase to replace the 
damaged parts.
·Never operate the system if it's in moist environment or its electrical components has contact with liquids. 
·Alterations of the given power unit aren't allowed.
·Outdoor use is prohibited. 

Other Safety Instructions
·Clear up all obstacles within the height adjustment range.
·Don't leave the cords or plug unorganized in order to prevent tripping hazards.
·Any attempts to reconstruct the construction aren't allowed.
·Don't add anything to the opening of the product. 

Please check all of the components shown in the component checklist. If any of the components are 
missing or damaged, contact your point of purchase for a replacement.

Instructions of Safety and Warnings:

Notifications:

Disposal: 
The product with this mark indicates that this product shouldn't be disposed with other 
household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment or human 
health from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable 
reuse of material resources. To return your used device, please use the local recycle service 
or contact your point of purchase to withdrawn the product.
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